




VISION :Become a leading department of Higher 
Learning and a Research Center of Excellence in 
Electronics and Communication Engineering.

MISSION:
To enable budding engineers to obtain technical 
exposure in various areas of Electronics and 
Communication Engineering.
 To nurture career improvement
To initiate and sustain research activities in the 
department in cutting edge areas of Electronics 
and Communication Engineering
To develop professional and ethical attitude in 
the students.



PEO:The Graduates of Electronics and 

Communication

Engineering will

 have a strong foundation in the required sciences in

order to pursue studies in Electronics and

Communication Engineering.

 have a broad exposure to the students in various topics

related to Electronics and Communication Engineering

fields, to enable them to excel in their professional

career/higher studies.

 possess innovative skills in order to solve the technical

problems which will arise in their professional life.

 have professional and ethical attitude and an ability to

visualize the engineering issues in a broader social content   
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PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOMES:
Graduates of Electronics and Communication 
Engineering will be able to:

 Comprehend and demonstrate the principles
and concepts of Semiconductor theory, Signal
Processing & Embedded systems in the fields of
Consumer Electronics, Medical Electronics and
Defense Electronics

 Apply  emerging  Information and 
Communication Engineering Techniques to solve 
real time problems



From
HOD’s Desk



I am very happy that our ECE department is releasing our 
department e-magazine  Version.12 named “WIZARDZZ 
V.12.” for the even semester of 2017-2018. Department of 
ECE has been releasing e-magazine twice semester since 
November 2012. This e-magazine is surely a channel to 
prove the hidden talents of both our faculty members and 
our students not only in technical but also in literature. 
Our ECE  Department aims at keeping students abreast of 
the current technological trends and due consideration is 
also paid to enhance their skills in communication, fine 
arts, etc. I hope this e-magazine provides an opportunity to 
the students and staff members to lend free
expression to their pioneering and imaginative thoughts. 
This e-magazine plays an active  role in gaining latest 
developments in the field of Engineering and also presents 
the achievements of the department. This e-magazine 
would surely help in building our  promising Engineers to 
become expertise in the field of Electronics and 
Communication  Engineering. I congratulate the team of 
staff coordinators and the students of “WIZARDZZ V.12” 
for  their radiant and novel efforts. I wish them All the Best 
for all their upcoming deeds. -Dr.M.Santhi,

HOD,ECE



From 

Editor’s 

Desk…



“Creativity is intelligence having  fun”
-Albert Einstein

It’s been a great pleasure in launching the 
twelfth issue of the e-magazine, which creates a 
platform for exchanging all aspects of 
electronics and communication technology. 

At the commencement, we express our 
gratitude to our HOD DR.M.SANTHI for giving 
us this opportunity and DR.S.A.ARUNMOZHI 
for guiding us in this venture.  The  students 
came up with many informative articles on the 
recent trends which has made Wizardzz V.12,an 
issue on Contemporary  ideas.
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FACULTY’S
PUBLICATIONS



•B.Suganthi , C.Vennila, "PERFORMANCE SIMULATION OF 

HIGHER FREQUENCY BAND MODELS FOR D2D 

APPLICATION OF 5G TECHNOLOGY MODELS FOR D2D 

APPLICATION OF 5G TECHNOLOGY", Applied mathematics and 

information science, pp. 1731-1736, Vol. 11, Issue. 6, SCOPUS, OCT 

2017.

•S.A.Arunmozhi, P. Thiyagarajan, C. D. Vijaya Dharshan, S. Raja 

Ganesh, U. Steve Arul,, "TRUSTCARE-A LIFE-SAVING 

ANDROID APPLICATION", Journal of Communication 

Engineering and Its Innovations, pp. 1-10, Vol. 3, Issue. 3, Oct 2017.

•B.Suganthi and C. Vennila, "PERFORMANCE SIMULATION OF 

HIGHER FREQUENCY BAND MODELS FOR D2D 

APPLICATION OF 5G TECHNOLOGY", Appl. Math. Inf. Sci, pp. 

204-210, Vol. 11, Issue. 7, SCOPUS, NOV 2017.

•S.Subatradevi and C. Vennila, "DELAY OPTIMIZED NOVEL 

ARCHITECTURE OF FIR FILTER USING", International Journal 

for Modern Trends in Science and Technology, pp. 1-7, Vol. 11, 

Issue. 4, NOV 2017.



•S.Subatradevi and C. Vennila, "DELAY OPTIMIZED NOVEL 

ARCHITECTURE OF FIR FILTER USING CLUSTERED-

RETIMED MAC UNIT CELL FOR DSP APPLICATIONS", 

Applied Mathematics & Information Sciences, pp. 1199-1205, Vol. 

11, Issue. 4, SCOPUS, Nov 2017.

•R.Devi, “Geometric Transformations and Thresholding of Images 

using Opencv-pythan”,Global research and Development 

Journal,pp,49-52,vol.2,issue.11,Nov 2017,Impact factor:1.306.

•R.Devi,"DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR 

AGRICULTURAL  APPLICATION USING RASPBERRY PI" ,in 

the proceedings of International Conference on Systems Design and 

Engineering, Vol .12,Issue 3,Dec 2017 .

•V.Ramya, "SVM BASED DETECTION FOR DIABETIC 

RETINOPATHY", International Journal of Research and Scientific 

Innovation (IJRSI), pp. 11-13, Vol. 5, Issue. 1, ISSN 2321 – 2705, 

Jan 2018.



•S.Subatradevi and C. Vennila, "SYSTOLIC ARRAY 

MULTIPLIER FOR AUGMENTING DATA CENTER 

NETWORKS COMMUNICATION LINK"", Cluster 

computing:The Journal of Networks, Software Tools and 

Applications,Springer Verlog, pp. 113-117 , SCI (available online) 

Feb 2018.

•M.Santhi,”SOLAR POWERED WIRELESS 

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ROBOT" in IJERT, Vol.7,Issue. 3, March 

2018.

•V.Kavitha,"AUTOMATIC PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM" 

in  IJERT, Vol. 7 Issue. 2,March 2018.

•M.Mahendran, "IOT BASED SURVEILLANCE ROBOT"  in 

IJERT, Vol. 7,Issue. 3, March 2018.



PAPERS
PRESENTED 

IN
CONFERENCES



•A.Arabhu Nisha,C.Vennila,"HIGH DATA RATE 

TRANSMISSION FOR LONG HAUL COMMUNICATION“ in 

International Conference on Computing Communication and 

Drastic Innovations in energy thrive(IC3DIET-18) at University 

College of Engineering ,Panruti,on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•T.Deepika ,M.padmaa,"A DIGITAL VIDEO COMPRESSION BY  

ENTROPHY ENCODING USING LAB COLOR SPACE ",in 

International Conference on Computing Communication and 

Drastic Innovations in energy thrive(IC3DIET-18)  at University 

College of Engineering, Panruti, on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•J.N.Karishma,S.Rajeswari ,"AN EFFICIENT SEGMENTAION 

AND DETECTION OF RED LESION IN DIABETIC  

RETINOPATHY  ",in International Conference on Computing 

Communication and Drastic Innovations in energy thrive 

(IC3DIET-18) at University College of Engineering, Panruti,on

28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.



•S.Subramanian ,K.Malaisamy ,"A NOTCH TRIPLE BAND S-

SHAPED RECTANGULAR PATCH ANTENNA W-LAN AND 

WI FI APPLICATION ",in International Conference on 

Computing Communication and Drastic Innovations in energy 

thrive(IC3DIET-18 ) at University College of Engineering, 

Panruti,on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•M.Sakthi priya ,K.Malaisamy ,"DESIGN OF MIMO ANTENNA 

FOR UWB APPLICATIONS  ",in International Conference on 

Computing Communication and Drastic Innovations in energy 

thrive(IC3DIET-18)  at University College of Engineering ,Panruti

on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•N, Sumathi, V. Mohan, "IMAGE COMPRESSION  BASED ON 

VECTOR QUANTIZATION USING K - MEANS 

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM", International Conference on 

Computing Communiation and Drastic Innovations in Energy 

Thrive (IC3DIET - 18), University College of Engineering, 

Panruti, on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

.



•C.Pricila Paul,M.Baritha Begum,"A META MATERIAL BASED 

U SHAPED PATCH ANTENNA FOR WIRELESS 

APPLICATION",in International Conference on Computing 

Communication and Drastic Innovations in energy 

thrive(IC3DIET-18)  at University College of Engineering, Panruti, 

on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•P. Rajakumari, S. Hariprasath, "MULTIFOCUS IMAGE FUSION 

IN SWT DOMAIN ". International Conference on Computing 

Communiation and Drastic Innovations in Energy Thrive 

(IC3DIET - 18), University College of Engineering, Panruti, on 

28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.

•A.Shamim Banu,”SOLAR POWERED AUTOMATIC 

IRRIGATION SYSTEM BY SENSING SOIL MOISTURE 

CONTENT  ” ,Second International Conference on Innovations in 

Engineering ,Technology and Science on 13.03.2018 & 

14.03.2018.

•V.Kavitha,”PREVENTION OF ROAD ACCIDENTS BASED ON 

FINGERPRINT SENSORS”,National Conference on Cutting Edge 

Technologies in Electrical, Communications and Soft computing 

techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of 

Engineering,Trichy, on 9.03.18.



•M.Baritha Begum, “DESIGN AND SIMULATION OF O-

SHAPED  MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA FOR WIRELESS 

APPLICATION” National Conference on Cutting Edge 

Technologies in Electrical, Communications and Soft computing 

techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of 

Engineering,Trichy, on 9.03.18.

•S.Rajeswari,Rizwana Haasan,R.Rakshna,"PORATABLE

CAMERA BASED ASSISTIVE TEXT AND PRODUCT LABEL 

READING FROM HAND HELD OBJECTS FOR BLIND 

PERSONS",Second International Conference on Innovations in 

Engineering ,Technology and Science on 13.03.2018 & 14.03.2018.

•S. Yoga Priya, P. Shanmuga Priya, "SPEECH BASED ACCESS 

FOR AGRICULTURAL COMMODITY PRICES IN TAMIL ", 

International Conference on Computing Communiation and Drastic 

Innovations in Energy Thrive (IC3DIET - 18), University College 

of Engineering, Panruti, on 28.02.2018 & 1.03.2018.



•M.Padmaa,“ANTI-SPFFING TECHNOLOGY BASED REAL 

TIME SECURITY FOR SMART HOMES", International 

Conference on Innovations in Engineering Technology and 

Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, Trichy, 

on 13.03.18. 

•C.Vennila, "AUTOMATIC DOCKING SYSTEM FOR 

RECHARGING HOME SURVELLIANCE ROBOTS", 

International Conference on Innovations in Engineering 

Technology and Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of 

Engineering, Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•M.Padmaa, "ENHANCING THE SECURITY OF 

CRYPTOGRAPHIC ALGORITHMS",National Conference on 

Cutting Edge Technologies in Electrical, Communications and 

Soft computing techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan

College Of Engineering,Trichy, on 9.03.18. 

•M.Santhi, “V2V COMMUNICATION",National Conference on 

Cutting Edge Technologies in Electrical, Communications and 

Soft computing techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan

College Of Engineering,Trichy, on 9.03.18. 



•V.Ramya, "DETERMINATION OF BLOOD GROUPS 

USING IMAGE PROCESSING",  International Conference on 

Innovations in Engineering Technology and Science (ICIETS)  

at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•J.Eindhumathy, “BEACON BASED BUS MONITORING 

SYSTEM",National Conference on Cutting Edge Technologies 

in Electrical, Communications and Soft computing techniques 

(NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of Engineering,Trichy, 

on 9.03.18. 

•V.Ramya, "OBJECT DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION 

USING NEURAL NETWORK",  International Conference on 

Innovations in Engineering Technology and Science (ICIETS)  

at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•M.Baritha Begum, "PORTABLE POCKER PRINTER",  

International Conference on Innovations in Engineering 

Technology and Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of 

Engineering, Trichy, on 13.03.18. 



•S.A.Arunmozhi, "EABS:AN EVENT AWARE 

BACKPRESSURE  SCHEDULING SCHEME FOR 

EIOT",National Conference on Cutting Edge Technologies in 

Electrical, Communications and Soft computing techniques 

(NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of Engineering,Trichy, 

on 9.03.18. 

•S.Rajeswari, “PORTABLE CAMERA BASED ASSISTIVE 

TEXT AND PRODUCED LABEL READING FROM HAND 

HELD OBJECTS FOR BLIND PERSON”,  International 

Conference on Innovations in Engineering Technology and 

Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, 

Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•S.Hariprasath,”HIGH SPEED IMPLEMETATION OF IMAGE 

DETECTION USING IMAGE GRADIENTS METHODS IN 

FPGA",National Conference on Cutting Edge Technologies in 

Electrical, Communications and Soft computing techniques 

(NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of Engineering,Trichy, 

on 9.03.18. 



•V.Mohan, "DESIGN AND IMPLEMETATION OF SILPENSKI 

GASKET”, National Conference on Cutting Edge Technologies in 

Electrical, Communications and Soft computing techniques 

(NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of  Engineering,Trichy, on 

9.03.18. 

•M.Mahendran, “UNIQUE AUTOMATED VEHICLE SYSTEM 

USING ARDUINO AND KINECT SENSOR",  International 

Conference on Innovations in Engineering Technology and Science 

(ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, Trichy, on 

13.03.18. 

•S.Hariprasath, “OPTIMUM IMPLEMENTATION OF OBJECT 

DETECTION USING TEMPLATE MARCHING IN FPGA",  

International Conference on Innovations in Engineering Technology 

and Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, 

Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•C.Vennila, “SMART HOME WITH ALEXA",  International 

Conference on Innovations in Engineering Technology and Science 

(ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of Engineering, Trichy, on 

13.03.18. 



•C.Vennila, "RAILWAY CRACK DETECTION USING TRACK 

ROBO",  International Conference on Innovations in Engineering 

Technology and Science (ICIETS)  at Ramakrishna college of 

Engineering, Trichy, on 13.03.18. 

•A.Shammim banu, V.Aarthi "COGNITIVE RADIO 

COMMUNICATION FOR SPECTRUM 

AGGREGATION",National Conference on Cutting Edge 

Technologies in Electrical, Communications and Soft computing 

techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of 

Engineering,Trichy, on 9.3.18. 

•S.Rajeswari, “BORDER CROSSING ALERT SYSTEM FOR 

FISHERMAN ",National Conference on Cutting Edge 

Technologies in Electrical, Communications and Soft computing 

techniques (NCCEECS’18)  at Saranathan College Of 

Engineering,Trichy, on 9.3.18. 



HANDS -ON 
TRAINING



•Programming and interfacing peripherals 
in ARDUNIO for Second  year 
from   27.11.2017 to 28.11.2017

•Two days workshop with Hands on 
Training on Python programming for  

Second year  from 29.11.2017 to 
30.11.2017

•Two day Hands on Training on 
Microcontroller Based system Design using
Proteus Software for Third year from 
20.11.2017 to 21.11.2017

•One day Workshop on Network Simulator 
Software for Third year on 1.3.2018





R.KAVITHA of  Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST 
Prize in the event “Paper Presentation” at 
NIT, Trichy

A.ANTO CLINTON & A.MOHAMED 
IBRAHIM  of  Fourth year ‘A’ won SECOND 
Prize in the events  “Circuit Debugging” at 
TROY’18 , Anna University-BIT CAMPUS, 
Trichy

A.ANTO CLINTON & A.MOHAMED 
IBRAHIM  of  Fourth year ‘A’ won SECOND 
Prize in the events “Connexions” at 
TROY’18 , Anna University-BIT CAMPUS, 
Trichy

J.ISSAC CLERENCE DENZIL of  Fourth year 
‘A’ won SEOND Prize in the event “Tech 
Quiz”at TROY’18 , Anna University-BIT 
CAMPUS, Trichy



R.KAVITHA of  Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST Prize 
in the event “CamClick” at TROY’18 , Anna 
University-BIT CAMPUS, Trichy

S.MEENAKSHI, G.JESSICA, 
R.KEERTHANA,M.KIRUBA  of  Fourth year ‘A’ 
won SECOND Prize in Project Expo at 
EXPOJIA’18 , K.Ramakrishna College Of 
Engineering, Trichy

S.EASWARA PRASATH of   FOURTH year ‘A’ 
won  MASTER CRICKET CUP in  “Master 
Cricket Trophy” at MAM College Of 
Engineering, Trichy

G.ANAND RAVISEKAR OF Fourth year ‘A’ won 
THIRD Prize in the event “Extempore” at 
TROY’18  Anna University-BIT CAMPUS, 
Trichy



R.KAVITHA of   Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST Prize in 
the event “Paper Presentation” at HERTZ 2018,Care 
College Of  Engineering,  Trichy

J.ISSAC CLERENCE DENZIL, G.KRISHNA KUMAR, 
M.MOHAMED YASIR, R.NISHANTH of  Fourth year 
‘A’ won FIRST Prize in the event “PROYECTO” at  
HERTZ 2018,Care College Of  Engineering,  Trichy

J.ISSAC CLERENCE DENZIL, G.KRISHNA KUMAR, 
M.MOHAMED YASIR of  Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST 
Prize in the event “LOCK UP” at  HERTZ 2018,Care 
College Of  Engineering,  Trichy

M.MOHAMED YASIR of  Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST 
Prize in the event “Meme Creation” at  HERTZ 
2018,Care College Of  Engineering,  Trichy

M.MOHAMED YASIR of   Fourth year ‘A’ won FIRST 
Prize in the event “Heads-up”  at  HERTZ 2018,Care 
College Of  Engineering,  Trichy

R.SATHYA of Fourth year ‘A’ secured RUNNER 
position in “Badmitton” at Anna University,Trichy



M.DHIVYA of  Third year  ‘A’ won  SECOND Prize in 
the event “Project Expo” at PRATIG 2018,organised 
by QUALITY IMPROVEMENT CELL(QIC),  
Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy

J.INFENCE FRANKA,P.LAVANYA and  K.SUGASINI 
of  Third year ‘A &B’ won THIRD Prize in the event 
“Project Expo” at PRATIG 2018, organised by 
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT CELL(QIC),   
Saranathan College of Engineering, Trichy

S.NANDAKUMAR, R.EJAZ HUSSAIN, 
R.GOWTHAM, P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A&B’ won 
FIRST Prize in the event “ Project Expo” at NEXES  
2K18 , Government College of  Technology, 
Coimbatore

V.GEETHA ,S.SOWNDARYA and  C.GEJALAKSHMI 
of  Third year ‘A&B’ won SECOND Prize in the event 
“PROJECT EXPO”  at Anna University, Trichy



K.SUGASINI of  Third year ‘B’ won SECOND Prize in 
the event “See through C” at ALCONKESY, Alagappa
Chettiyar College of  Engineering, Karaikudi

M.DHIVYA of  Third year  ‘A’ won  THIRD Prize in 
the event “Project Expo” at  TROY’18, ANNA 
UNIVERSITY -BIT CAMPUS, Trichy

M.DHIVYA of  Third year  ‘A’ won  THIRD Prize in 
the event “Project Expo” at AVANZARE V12.0, Kongu
College of  Engineering, Trichy

M.DHIVYA of  Third year  ‘A’ won  THIRD Prize in 
the event “Math O Math” at AVANZARE V12.0, 
Kongu College of  Engineering, Trichy

P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place in 
“800MTS” at ANNA UNIVERSITY ZONAL(NOV 24-25 
2017),J.J. College of  Engineering, Trichy



P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “ 4×400 MTS RELAY” at ANNA UNIVERSITY 
ZONAL(NOV 24-25 2017), J.J. College of  
Engineering, Trichy

P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FOURTH 
place in “ Foot Ball” at  VEERAIYA STATE LEVEL 
TROPHY(DEC 6-9 2017),  SIT, Trichy

P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FOURTH 
place in “ Football”  at COLOSIUM STATE LEVEL 
TROPHY(FEB 9-11 2018) , Sastra University, 
Tanjore

P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “Foot Ball”  at SANTHANAM TROPHY(FEB 16-
19 2018), Saranathan College of Engineering, 
Trichy

P.JOSHUA of  Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “800MTS” at SARA ANNUAL SPORTS MEET, 
Saranathan College of  Engineering



P.JOSHUA of   Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “5000MTS”  at SARA ANNUAL SPORTS MEET, 
Saranathan College of  Engineering

P.JOSHUA of   Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “1500MTS”  at SARA ANNUAL SPORTS MEET, 
Saranathan College of  Engineering

P.JOSHUA of   Third year ‘A’ secured  FIRST place 
in “10000MTS”  at SARA ANNUAL SPORTS MEET, 
Saranathan College of  Engineering

R.CHARU NIVEDHA, S.MALINI, S.MONISHA 
SHREE, S.POOJITHA, R.KEERTHANA, R.SATHYA, 
M.DIVYA PRABHA, E. ILAKKIA, L.MAHESHWARI 
of  Second and Third year secured WINNER 
Position in “Basket Ball” at SARA ANNUAL SPORT 
MEET(2017-2018), Saranathan College of  
Engineering , Trichy



R.CHARU NIVEDHA, S.MALINI, E. ILAKKIA, 
L.MAHESHWARI, M.DIVYA PRABHA, D.JANITHA of  
Second and Third year secured WINNER Position in 
“Shuttle” at SARA ANNUAL SPORT MEET(2017-2018), 
Saranathan College of  Engineering , Trichy

R.CHARU NIVEDHA, S.MALINI, E. ILAKKIA, 
L.MAHESHWARI, S.VINOTHINI, D.JANITHA, 
R.SATHYA of  Second and Third year secured 
WINNER Position in “Ball Badminton” at SARA 
ANNUAL SPORT MEET(2017-2018), Saranathan
College of  Engineering , Trichy

R.SATHYA, S.MALINI, L.MAHESHWARI, R.CHARU 
NIVEDHA,E.ILAKKIA , S.EZHILMANI, K.SHIVANI, 
M.DIVYA PRABHA,D.JANITHA of  Second and Third 
year secured WINNER Position in “Coco” at SARA 
ANNUAL SPORT MEET(2017-2018), Saranathan
College of  Engineering , Trichy



R.CHARUNIVEDHA, S.MALINI and S.POOJITHA 
of   Third year ‘A&B’ won FIRST Prize in “Basket 
Ball” at SANTHANAM TROPHY(FEB 16-19 2018), 
Saranathan College of Engineering,Trichy

R.CHARUNIVEDHA, D.JANITHAA, E.ILAKIA of   
Third year ‘A’ secured RUNNER-UP position in 
the “Volley Ball Meet (AU ZONE)”, Saranathan
College of Engineering, Trichy

R.CHARUNIVEDHA of   Third year ‘A’ secured 
RUNNER-UP position in the “Shuttle” at ANNA 
UNIVERSITY ZONAL, Anna University, Trichy

R.CHARUNIVEDHA of   Third year ‘A’ secured 
WINNER position in the “Athletics”, “Long Jump”, 
“Triple Jump”, “4×400MTS RELAY” at ANNA 
UNIVERSITY ZONAL, JJ College of Engineering, 
Trichy



D.JANITHAA of   Third year ‘A’ secured RUNNER-UP
position in the “Table Tennis” at ANNA 
UNIVERSITY ZONAL, Anna University, Trichy

R.SUKITHA , R.MONISHA SHREEof Third year ‘B’ 
secured  WINNER Position in the “Basket  Ball” at  
RVS College ,Trichy

T.PRIYANKA of  Third year ‘B’  secured  RUNNER-
UP position in the “Chess” at AU ZONAL, Indra
Ganesan College of Engineering, Trichy

K.SELVARANI of  Third year ‘B’ won SECOND  Prize 
in the event “Dance” at WOMENIA 2K18,Saranathan 
College Of Engineering, Trichy

C.SINDHUJA  OF Third year ‘A’ won SECOND  Prize 
in the event “Extempore” at TROY’18  Anna 
University-BIT CAMPUS, Trichy



G.DINAKARAN, R.GANESH of Second year ‘A’ won 
FIRST Prize in the event “LINE FOLLOWER” at 
ACUMEN 2K18, Kongu College of Engineering , 
Erode.

M.DHANVARSHINI , P.CATHERINE JOYCE of  
Second year ‘A’ won THIRD Prize in the event 
“Paper Presentation” at COMPCO M 2K18, 
Government College of  Engineering, Salem

M.DHANVARSHINI of Second year ‘A’ won 
SECOND Prize in the event “Circuit Debugging” 
at TECHNOVATION 2K18,K.Ramakrishna College 
of  Engineering, Trichy

M.DHANVARSHINI of Second year ‘A’ won THIRD 
Prize in the event “Technical Quiz” at SCIENCIA 
2018, TRP College , Trichy



M.DHANVARSHINI of Second year ‘A’ won THIRD 

Prize in the event “Lens Queen” at WOMENIA 2K18, 

Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy

M.DHANVARSHINI, P.CATHERINE JOYCE of 

Second year ‘A’ won SECOND Prize in the event 

“Paper Presentation” at VOLTRIX 2K18, M. 

Kumaraswamy College of  Engineering, Karur

M.DHANVARSHINI of Second year ‘A’ won FIRST 

Prize in the event “Title Event Carnival” at 

VOLTRIX 2K18, M.Kumaraswamy College of  

Engineering, Karur

P.CATHERINE JOYCE of Second year ‘A’ won 

THIRD Prize in the event “Technical Quiz” at 

SCIENCIA 2018, TRP College , Trichy



P.ANUSHIYA of Second year ‘A’ won SECOND 
Prize in the event “Connect Tech” at 
TECHNOVATION 2K18, K. Ramakrishna College 
of  Engineering, Trichy

V. HEBAYA , N.JANANIE of Second year ‘A’ won 
SECOND Prize in the event “Paper Presentation” 
at NEXSUS 2K18, Kongu College of  Engineering, 
Erode

R.AKILANDESHWARI, S.DEEPIKA Second year ‘A’ 
won  SECOND Prize in the event “Paper 
Presentation” at VOLTRIX 2K18, M. 
Kumaraswamy College of  Engineering, Karur

K.DEVI PRIYA, S.KAVITHA and S.EZHILMANI  of 
Second year ‘A’ won FIRST Prize in the event 
“Treasure Hunt” at WOMENIA 2K18, Saranathan
College of  Engineering, Trichy



M.DIVYA PRABHA of  Second year ‘A’ won   
FIRST Prize in the event “Dance” at WOMENIA 
2K18, Saranathan College of  Engineering,Trichy

M.KANISHA of  Second year ‘A’ won   

SECOND Prize in the event “Cooking without Fire” 

at WOMENIA 2K18, Saranathan College of  

Engineering,Trichy

S.LAVANYA of  Second year ‘B’ won SECOND Prize

in the event “Extempore” at TROY’18  Anna 

University-BIT CAMPUS, Trichy

P.ANUSHIYA of Second year ‘A’ won SECOND 

Prize in the event “Technical Quiz” at 

TECHNOVATION 2K18 , K. Ramakrishna College 

of  Engineering, Trichy



V.PAVITHRA and G.MOHSINA of  Second year ‘B’ 

won  SECOND Prize in the event “Paper  Presentation” 

at SCIENCIA 2018,TRP College of  Engineering, Trichy

V.PAVITHRA of  Second year ‘B’ won SECOND Prize

in the event “Technical Quiz” at TECHNOVATION 

2K18, K. Ramakrishna College of  Engineering, Trichy

P.SARANYA of  Second year ‘B’ won  FIRST  Prize in 

the event “Lens Queen” at WOMENIA 2K18, 

Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy

R.SWARNAA of  Second year ‘B’ won  THIRD  Prize in 

the event “Oratorical ” at WOMENIA 2K18, 

Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy



R.SWARNAA of  Second year ‘B’ won  THIRD  Prize

in the event “Oratorical ” at WOMENIA 2K18, 

Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy

V.PAVITHRA of  Second year ‘B’ won  FIRST Prize in 

the event “Paper Mania” at EVATAR  2K18

R.KISHORE,V.GOPINATH of Third Year ‘A’ won 

SECOND Prize in the event “ Paper Presentation” at 

TROY 2k18,Anna University-BIT CAMPUS, Trichy



OVERALL 
CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY 



VOLTRIZ ’18
M.KUMARASWAMY COLLEGE 

OF ENGINEERING



TROY  2k18
ANNA UNIVERSITY –BIT CAMPUS





J.L.Linciy Vanthana ,L.Diana Evangaline, 

A.Afrin Sulthana, M.S.Mohamed Azharudeen of 

Fourth year ‘A’ attended conference on 

“AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF 

DOCKING STATION FOR RECHARGING 

HOME SURVEILLANCE ROBOTS” at 

K.Ramakrishna College of  Engineering,Trichy

R.Madhumithra,V.Jyothsna,S.Nirmala of  Fourth 

year ‘A’ attended conference on “IMAGE 

SEGMENTATION FEATURE EXTRACTION 

USING GLCM” at K.Ramakrishna College of  

Engineering,Trichy

F.Fenil sprillie, R.Sathya, S.Shilpa,  K.Vadivel of  

Fourth year ‘A’ attended conference on  “ANTI-

SPACING TECHNOLOGY BASED REAL TIME 

SECURITY SYSTEM” at K.Ramakrishna

College Of  Engineering,Trichy



C.Nandhini,K.Muthumarie,K.Meyyammai,M.Ela

kkiya of  Fourth year ‘A’ attended conference on 

“ICIETS” at K.Ramakrishna College of  

Engineering,Trichy

S.Meenakshi, G.Jessica, 
R.Keerthana,M.Kiruba of  Fourth year ‘A’ 
attended conference on “PORTABLE POCKET 
PRINTER ” at K.Ramakrishna College of  
Engineering,Trichy

M.Keerthana, T.S.Mohana Parameswari, 

K.Mohana Priya, J.DivyaDarshini, M.Amutha, 

V.R.Bhuvaneshwari, R.Dhivya priya,A.Irfana

faziya of  Fourth year ‘A’ attended conference on 

“NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CUTTING 

EDGE TECHNOLOGIES IN ELECTRICAL, 

COMMUNICATION & SOFT COMPUTING 

TECHNIQUES” organized by department of EEE 

at Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy



A.Esther,S.Heera,N.Jeevitha of Fourth year ‘A’
Presented Paper on ‘Prevention Of Road Accidents 

Based On Fingerprint Sensor’ in“NATIONAL

CONFERENCE ON CUTTING EDGE 

TECHNOLOGIES IN ELECTRICAL, 

COMMUNICATION & SOFT COMPUTING 

TECHNIQUES” organized by department of EEE 

at Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy

P.Surya,K.Sudar Kodi,B.Nandhini,RYogasheeba

of  Fourth year ‘A’ Presented Paper on ‘Beacon 

Based Bus Monitoring System’ in“NATIONAL

CONFERENCE ON CUTTING EDGE 

TECHNOLOGIES IN ELECTRICAL, 

COMMUNICATION & SOFT COMPUTING 

TECHNIQUES” organized by department of EEE 

at Saranathan College of  Engineering, Trichy



S.Jayakokela , S.Haripriya of Third year ‘B’
attended “FACE RECOGNITION AND DEEP 

LEARNING” at PROBE 2018, NIT, Trichy

S.Lavanya, B.Muthulavanya, S.Vinitha of Third 

year ‘A&B’ attended “IOT SYSTEM DESIGNS-

TEXAS INSTRUMENT”,PROBE 2018, NIT, 

Trichy

M.Abinaya, R.Gunaseli, M.Dhivya, 

C.DhivyaShree of Third year ‘A’ attended 

“SMART GRID AUTOMATION” ,PROBE 2018, 

NIT, Trichy

A.Dhanalakshmi, B.Sanchana of Third year ‘A&B’
attended “IOT SYSTEM DESIGNS- TEXAS 

INSTRUMENT”,PROBE 2018, NIT, Trichy

A.Bores of Third year ‘A’ attended “IOT SYSTEM 

DESIGNS- TEXAS INSTRUMENT”,PROBE 

2018, NIT, Trichy

M.Shyla Banu, K.Poorna Priya, G.Preethi, 

G.Shalini of  Third year ‘B’ attended “SMART 

GRID AUTOMATION” workshop at PROBE 

2018, NIT, Trichy



S.Varshini,T.Priyanka, 

S.Monsihashree,P.C.Niranjani,H.Surya, 

M.Preethi,B.Sanchana of Third year ‘B’ attended 

“ANDROID APP DEVELOPMENT” workshop, 

NIT, Trichy

R.Kishore, R.Venkata Subramanian participated 

in “ENTREPRENEURSHIP SEMINAR”at NIT, 

Trichy

S.Poojitha, B.Preetha, S.Pragathi, 

T.Priyanka,S.Rajameenakshi, B.Sanchana, 

P.Saranya,C.Sri Gnaneshwari of Third year ‘B’
attended “DEEP LEARNING” workshop at  

PRAGYAN 2018, NIT, Trichy

M.Shunmathi,G.Vaishnavi, D.Vijayabharathi of 

Third year ‘B’ attended “PROBOT” workshop at 

PROBE’18 , NIT, Trichy

M.Mukeshraj, B.Muthulavanya, P.C.Niranjani, 

T.Priyanka, C.Sindhuja, S.Varshini, 

S.Vignesh,S.Vinitha of Third year ‘B’ attended 

“INTERNET OF THINGS” workshop at  

PROBE 2018, NIT, Trichy



S.Varshini, T.Priyanka, 

S.Monishashree,M.Preethi,B.Sanchana of Third 

year ‘B’ attended “SCADA” workshop, NIT, 

Trichy

S.Varshini, T.Priyanka, S.Monisha Shree of Third 

year ‘B’ attended “INTERNET OF THINGS”
workshop, NIT, Trichy

P.C. Niranjani, B.Sanchana, S.Monishashree, 

S.Nandakumar, S.Rajameenakshi, S.Raguram, 

K.Sugasini of  Third Year ‘B’ attended  “3D 

PRINTING” workshop at  Sri Krishna College of 

Engineering and Technology, Coimbatore

P.C. Niranjani of Third year ‘B’ attended 

“INTERNET OF THINGS” workshop at NIT, 

Trichy

P.C. Niranjani of Third year ‘B’ attended 

“BRAIN-O-BRAIN” workshop at NIT, Trichy

R.K. Shaleeni Priya of Third year  ‘B’ attended 

“FACE RECOGNITION USING DEEP 

LEARNING” at PROBE 2018,NIT, Trichy



P.V. Elakeyaa, P.Aadhithya, A.Keerthana, 

S.Kavitha, M.Divyaprabha, K.Deepika, L.Aarthi

A.Abarna, J.Divyadharshini, P.Anushiya, 

A.Abinaya of Second year ‘A’ attended 

“EMBEDDED DESIGNS” workshop at 

PRAGYAN 2018, NIT,Trichy

P. Anushiya, S.Anusha of Second year ‘A’
attended “PROBOT” workshop at PROBE 2018 

NIT, Trichy

S.V.Subiskha, P.Saranya, B.Swathy Priya, 

V.Pavithra of  Second year ‘B’ attended  

“EMBEDDED SYSTEM” workshop at PROBE 

2018 ,NIT, Trichy

R.Prathiba , S.Merlin, V.Maglin, S.Lavanya, 

P.B.Srinidhi, P.Sruthi, S.Sandhiya of Second year 

‘B’ attended “ETHICAL  HACKING” workshop 

at IIT CHENNAI, Chennai



R.Priya Dharshini, G.Priya Dharshini, 

S.Sangeetha of Second Year  ‘B’ attended  

“SMART GRID AUTOMATION” workshop at 

PROBE 2018, NIT, Trichy

V.Ronika Rajam of  Second year ‘B’ attended 

“FACE RECOGNITION AND DEEP 

LEARNING” workshop at PROBE 

2018,NIT,Trichy

S.Santhya, K.Priyadharshni, E.Silambarasi, 

S.Ruckmani, R.Varshini, P.Pavithraa, B.Preetha, 

T.Roshini of Second year ‘B’ attended 

“INTERNET OF THINGS  SYSTEM AND 

DESIGN” workshop at PROBE 2018, NIT, 

Trichy



ARTICLES





SPINTRONICS



SPINTRONICS

Electronics is based on measuring the 
tiny electrical charge of electrons passing 
through electronic circuits. An alternative 
approach under development is 
spintronics, which instead relies not on 
electrons’ charge, but on another of their 
fundamental quantum-mechanical 
properties: spin.

Spin can be visualized as the Earth 
turning on its own axis while rotating 
around the sun. In the same way, an 
electron spins on its own axis while 
rotating around an atom’s nucleus. Spin is 
either “up” or “down”. In the same way 
traditional electronics uses charge to 
represent information as zeros and ones, 
the two spin states can be used to 
represent the same binary data in 
spintronics.



Spin can be measured because it 
generates tiny magnetic fields. Ferrous 
metals such as iron become magnetic, for 
example, when enough particles have 
their spin set in the same direction, 
generating a magnetic field of the same 
polarity as the spin.

Spintronics has several advantages over 
conventional electronics. Electronics 
require specialized semiconductor 
materials in order to control the flow of 
charge through the transistors. But spin 
can be measured very simply in 
common metals such as copper or 
aluminum. Less energy is needed to 
change spin than to generate a current 
to maintain electron charges in a 
device, so spintronics devices use less 
power.



Spin states can be set quickly, which 
makes transferring data quicker. And 
because electron spin is not energy-
dependent, spin is non-volatile –
information sent using spin remains 
fixed even after loss of power.

Upgrading hard disks using spin

The first application of spintronics to 
computers saw Professors Albert Fert 
and Peter Grünberg awarded the 2007 
Nobel Prize in Physics for their 
discovery of giant magnetoresistance 
(GMR). They realised it was possible to 
use electron spin to increase the rate at 
which information could be read from 
a hard disk drive and developed 
ground-breaking technology to harness 
this feature.



A hard disk drive stores data as ones 
and zeros encoded magnetically on 
rotating disk platters within the drive. 

The magnetic field is generated when 
electrons flow through wire coils 
mounted in the drive write heads 
which move across the face of the 
platters, 
changing the alignment of the 
magneto-sensitive particles on the 
platter surface. Reversing the electron 
flow reverses the field; the two 
directions represent one and zero. 

By

S.BHARATHAN 
III year ‘A’



ELECTRONICS IN 

MEDICAL  FIELD



ELECTRONICS IN MEDICAL FIELD

Our electronics has stepped into medical field also.
one at wonder how is this possible, yet it has been proved.
one of the most important instrument is BLOOD GAS ANALYSER.

BLAOOD GAS ANALYSER:

The best application  of electronics in the medical field
is gas analyzer. It is used to calculate  pressure of chemical 
elements  present in our body.

First blood is collected  from the patients and it is given chemical 
device strip which has PARTICLE SELECTIVE ELECTRODES  by      
exploitation by DEVICE  AMPLIFIER  and analog  electronic device    

where the results   are shown in digital manner with  
ADC for a microcontroller.  Then     

output is displayed using digital display module in  
terms  of mmHG and pPa



SENSORS IN MEDICAL FIELD

SM9541 LOW DIGITAL PRESSURE SENSOR

The SM9541 series is a digital  low pressure  MEMS sensor 
Which  uses pressure  transducer technology and CMOS mixed signal 
processing  technology  to produce a digital , fully conditioned  and 
multi order pressure. And also temperature compensated  sensor 
JEDEC

I.e.  standard  SOIC-16 package with dual vertical  porting   
option. It also has  various  configurations which ranges   
from v0.15 psi  - 0psi     

By

N.JANANIE
2nd year ‘A’



Hot Solar Cells



By converting heat to focused beams of light, a new solar device could create  
cheap and continuous power.

Solar panels cover a growing number of rooftops, but even decades after       
they were first developed, the slabs of silicon remain bulky, expensive,    
and  inefficient. Fundamental limitations prevent these conventional       
photovoltaic's from absorbing more than a fraction of the energy in   
sunlight.

The trick is to first turn sunlight into heat and then convert it back into 
light, but now focused within the spectrum that solar cells can use. While 
various researchers have been working for years on so-called solar 
thermophotovoltaics, the MIT device is the first one to absorb more 
energy than its photovoltaic cell alone, demonstrating that the approach 
could dramatically increase efficiency.

Standard silicon solar cells mainly capture the visual light from violet to 
red. That and other factors mean that they can never turn more than 
around 32 percent of the energy in sunlight into electricity. The MIT 
device is still a crude prototype, operating at just 6.8 percent efficiency—
but with various enhancements it could be roughly twice as efficient as 
conventional photovoltaics.



The key step in creating the device was the development of something called an 

absorber-emitter. It essentially acts as a light funnel above the solar cells. 

The absorbing layer is built from solid black carbon nanotubes that capture all the 

energy in sunlight and convert most of it into heat. As temperatures reach around 

1,000 °C, the adjacent emitting layer radiates that energy back out as light, now 

mostly narrowed to bands that the photovoltaic cells can absorb. 

The emitter is made from a photonic crystal, a structure that can be designed at the 

nanoscale to control which wavelengths of light flow through it.

Another critical advance was the addition of a highly specialized optical filter that 

transmits the tailored light while reflecting nearly all the unusable photons back. This 

“photon recycling” produces more heat, which generates more of the light that the 

solar cell can absorb, improving the efficiency of the system.



The researchers are also exploring ways to take advantage of another strength of solar 

thermophotovoltaics.

Because heat is easier to store than electricity, it should be possible to divert excess 

amounts generated by the device to a thermal storage system, which could then be 

used to produce electricity even when the sun isn’t shining.

If the researchers can incorporate a storage device and ratchet up efficiency levels, the 

system could one day deliver clean, cheap—and continuous—solar power.

BY
R.KISHORE
III Year ‘A’



Pocket-sized  oscilloscope



An ultra-compact oscilloscope with a footprint approximately the size of a passport and 

a thickness of 19mm, has been launched by RS Components.

The RS Pro 2205A-20 is the smallest oscilloscope in the RS Pro range. Connected and 

powered via USB, it offers a bandwidth of 20MHz and features an arbitrary waveform 

generator.

According to RS, specifications include a maximum sampling rate of 200MS/s, 
software-enhanced resolution up to 12 bits and high-speed USB streaming up to 
1MS/s for waveform captures of up to 100 million samples in length.

Input range is selectable from ±50mV to ±20V. The signal integrity has less than 
150 microvolt RMS noise and –50dB harmonic distortion, making it suitable for a 
range of analogue and digital applications.



The built-in signal source can act as a standard signal generator (sine, square, triangle 

and others) with programmable sweep or as a 12-bit 1.5 MS/s full-function arbitrary 

waveform generator.

The two-channel scope includes features such as an FFT spectrum analyzer, 16K 

samples of segmented capture memory, math channels, automatic time-domain and 

frequency-domain measurements, colour persistence and XY display modes and mask 

limit testing.



RS says that advanced digital triggering produces highly stable waveforms with accurate single-

LSB threshold resolution. 

The serial decoding function (CAN bus, LIN bus, SPI, I2C, I2S, UART and more) presents 

results in tabular and colour-coded graphical formats, with powerful filtering, search and export 

options.

The free software for Microsoft Windows 7, 8 and 10 runs on a PC and can be resized to use as 

much or as little of the screen as required. Captured waveforms can be printed for use in reports, 

share files with colleagues, or export data for analysis.

BY
R.KISHORE 
III Year ‘A’



BROADBAND OVER 
POWER LINES

BY
R.KISHORE
V.GOPINATH
III Year ‘A’ 



BROADBAND OVER POWER LINES access 
technology in term of features, working, 
drawbacks, deployment & future challenges, 
advantages and scope etc. BPL is now a 
growing communication network technology 
which is quite fast hitting the competitive 
market of broad band internet services in 
international telecom environment. In 
addition, value added services like internet, 
voice, video applications etc. can also be 
provided by BPL. Broad band over power lines 
may also be an effective viable alternative for 
providing broadband in India. BPL technology 
has evolved rapidly over the past few years. 
This has been possible due to world wide 
technological developments and innovations 

BROADBAND OVER POWER LINES (BPL)  
access technology in term of features, working, 
drawbacks, deployment & future challenges, 
advantages and scope etc. BPL is now a growing 
communication network technology which is quite 
fast hitting the competitive market of broad band 
internet services in international telecom 
environment. In addition, value added services like 
internet, voice, video applications etc. can also be 
provided by BPL. Broad band over power lines may 
also be an effective viable alternative for providing 
broadband in India. BPL technology has evolved 
rapidly over the past few years. This has been possible 
due to world wide technological developments and 
innovations on broadband over power lines.

WHAT IS BPL ?



Introduction:
The basic concept of this technology is that it 

offers high speed internet access to our homes 
through the commonly accessible electrical paths, 
thus eliminating the need of transmission of data 
over last mile through copper cable, short haul 
satellite systems, optical fibre cable and wireless 
technologies such as Wi-Max, Wi-Fi etc.
BPL uses the existing power grid infrastructure to 
provide high-speed, broadband Internet access to 
homes and businesses. It is a new innovation 
based upon existing Power-Line Communications 
(PLC) technology.



BPL Working 
Broad band over power lines uses Power Line 

Communications (PLC) technology to provide 
broad band internet access over ordinary power 
lines. A computer (or any other device) would need 
only to plug a BPL “modem” into any outlet in an 
equipped building to have high speed internet 
access in this case. Internet signals using a fibre are 
dropped at medium voltage using a device called “ 
head end” Once the data is dropped onto the 
medium voltage lines, it cannot travel too far before 
it degrades. To overcome the problem of 
degradation of data before it reaches its final 
customer destination in a healthy condition, special 
devices which act as repeaters are installed on the 
medium voltage lines to amplify the data for further 
smooth transmission. Finally internet is accessed by 
the end user using the plug in BPL modem.



The function of BPL Modems
BPL modems use silicon chipsets specially 

designed to handle the workload of extracting data 
out of an electric current. These modems are capable 
of handling power noise on a wide spectrum. BPL 
modems are roughly the size of a comon power 
adapter and plugs into a common wall socket and an 
ethernet cable running to computer finishes th
connection. There are various approaches available as 
far as last mile solution for BPL is concerned. While 
some carry the signal in with electricity on the power 
line, others use wireless links on the poles to send the 
data wirelessly into the homes. The BPL Modem 
simply plugs into the wall and then into subscribers 
computer. These modems are capable of speeds 
comparable to DSL or cable modems.



OFDM Modulation

Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing 

(OFDM) is a frequency multiplexing scheme 

utilized as a digital multi carrier modulation 

method. In this technique, a large number of 

closely spaced orthogonal sub carriers are used 

to carry data. The data is further divided into 

several data cannels, one for each sub carrier.



CONCLUSION

Besides, low maintenance costs and lesser installation 

time make BPL a worth technology for increasing broad 

band penetration. 

The Broad Band over Power Line communication 

network technologies are new for Indian telecom 

network and will grow extensively in near future for 

higher capacity applications e.g. Triple Play services 

(telephony, data and TV etc.). Also BPL is a better option 

with less cost for network operators.

BPL is already on the scene with commercial products 

readily available. Green Energy technologies like Solar, 

Wind etc. may be used as Power Line solutions. 

Combination of BPL with FTTX, DSL, PON etc. be 

economic solution for access networks in future.



Watt Up Can Wirelessly 
Charge Devices  From 15 Feet 
Away



While wireless charging has been with us in consumer form since the Powermat 

debuted in 2009, current evolution of the technology still sees us tethered to the 

charging pad. 

There are, however, a handful of efforts seeking to liberate us from this current 

predicament and the WattUp appears to be one of the most likely to find success.

Made by Energous, it’s a wireless charging system that uses a mix of Bluetooth, RF 

signals, and some patent-pending tech to enable sending power wirelessly to devices as 

far as 15 feet away. 

That way, you just have to be within the vicinity of the charging device (which, in this 

case, looks and functions like a bigger Wi-Fi router) in order to get your phones, tablets, 

and similar gadgets juiced.



The WattUp can work with any battery-operated device that requires less than 10 watts 

to charge. While that probably rules any current generation of laptops, it should be 

enough for mobile phones, tablets, and other mobile gadgets. It uses a transmitter called 

the Power Router, which sends the energy via RF signal to a WattUp receiver  pre-

installed in the device, which then converts the signal into battery power. 

Up to 12 receivers can be managed by the Power Router simultaneously, continuously 

charging them even while the gadgets are in motion, provided they stay within range.

As of now, Energous is working on licensing their technology to other companies who 

can then integrate it into their own products. They’re releasing a reference design for 

both the transmitter and the receiver in around six months, which licensees can then use 

to pattern their own charging systems.

BY

R.KISHORE

III Year ‘A’





SpaceX CEO Elon Musk unveiled revised plans to travel
to the Moon and Mars at a space industry conference
today, but he ended his talk with a pretty incredible
promise: using that same interplanetary rocket system
for long-distance travel on Earth. Musk showed a
demonstration of the idea onstage, claiming that it will
allow passengers to take “most long-distance trips” in
just 30 minutes, and go “anywhere on Earth in under an
hour” for around the same price as an economy airline
ticket. This proposed method of Earth-city- to- Earth-
city travel would be, by far, the fastest ever created by
humanity. The ship would reach a speed of about 18,000
miles per hour at its peak, Musk said, which is more
than an order of magnitude faster than the Concorde.



Musk proposed using SpaceX’s forthcoming
mega-rocket ( Big Falcon Rocket or BFR for
short) to lift a massive spaceship into orbit around the 
Earth. The ship would then settle down on
floating landing pads near major cities. Both the new 
rocket and spaceship are currently theoretical,
though Musk did say that he hopes to begin 
construction on the rocket in the next six to nine 
months. 39 minutes and some 7,000 miles later, the 
ship reenters the atmosphere and touches down on
another floating pad, much like the way SpaceX lands 
its Falcon 9 rockets at sea. Other routes include
Hong Kong to Singapore in 22 minutes, London to 
Dubai or New York in 29 minutes, and Los Angeles to
Toronto in 24 minutes. then there’s the landing. Despite 
occasional hiccups, airplanes land with overwhelming 
success. To its credit, SpaceX has gotten really good at 
landing its Falcon 9 rockets both on land and at sea.

BY
SANCHANA B
III Year ‘A’





Sixth sense technology is a gesture-based wearable 
computer system developed at MIT Media Lab by Steve 
Mann in 1994 and 1997 (headworn gestural interface), and 
1998 (neckworn version), and further developed by Pranav 

Mistry (also at MIT Media Lab), in 2009, both of whom 
developed both hardware and software for
both headworn and neckworn versions of it. It comprises a 
headworn or neck-worn pendant that contains both a data 
projector and camera. Headworn versions were built at MIT 
Media Lab in 1997 (by Mann) that combined cameras and 
illumination systems for interactive photographic art, and 
also included gesture recognition



Sixth sense technology is a gesture-based wearable computer 
system developed at MIT Media Lab by Steve Mann in 1994 and 1997 
(headworn gestural interface), and 1998 (neckworn version), and 
further developed by Pranav Mistry (also at MIT Media Lab), in 

2009, both of whom developed both hardware and software for

both headworn and neckworn versions of it. It comprises a 
headworn or neck-worn pendant that contains both a data 
projector and camera. Headworn versions were built at MIT Media 
Lab in 1997 (by Mann) that combined cameras and illumination 
systems for interactive photographic art, and also included gesture 
recognition

BY
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E- Skin:- Researchers have developed a new type of malleable, 
selfhealing and fully recyclable "electronic skin" that has applications 
ranging from robotics and prosthetic development to better 
biomedical devices. 

Overview :- Electronic skin, known as e-skin, is a thin, translucent 
material that can mimic the function and mechanical properties of 
human skin. A number of different types and sizes of wearable e-skins 
are now being developed in labs around the world as researchers 
recognize their value in diverse medical, scientific and engineering 
fields. The new e-skin has sensors embedded to measure pressure, 
temperature, humidity and air flow. It has several distinctive 
properties, including a novel type of covalently bonded dynamic 
network polymer, known as polyamine that has been laced with silver 
nanoparticles to provide better mechanical strength, chemical 
stability and electrical conductivity.
Uniqueness:- What is unique here is that the chemical bonding of 
polyimine we use allows the e-skin to be both self-healing and fully 
recyclable at room temperature. Many people are familiar with the 
movie The Terminator, in which the skin of film's main villain is "re-
healed" just seconds after being shot, beaten or run over due to this 
technology.



Benefit :- The new process is not nearly as dramatic, the healing of cut or 
broken e-skin, including the sensors, is done by using a mix of three 
commercially available compounds in ethanol. Another benefit of the new 
e-skin is that it can be easily conformed to curved surfaces like human arms 
and robotic hands by applying moderate heat and pressure to it without 
introducing excessive stresses. Let's say you wanted a robot to take care of a 
baby, In that case you would integrate e-skin on the robot fingers that can 
feel the pressure of the baby. The idea is to try and mimic biological skin 
with e-skin that has desired functions. 
To recycle the skin, the device is soaked into recycling solution, making the 
polymers degrade into oligomers (polymers with polymerization degree 
usually below 10) and monomers (small molecules that can be joined 
together into polymers) that are soluble in ethanol. The silver nanoparticles 
sink to the bottom of the solution. The recycled solution and nanoparticles 
can then be used to make new, functional e-skin.
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China is now experimenting with a new form of electric bus , known 
as capable. Which runs without continuous over head lines did an 
autonomous vehicle) by using power stored in large on board 
electric double layer capacitor(EDLC)  which are quickly recharged 
whenever the vehicle stops at any bus stop (under so called electric
umbrellas), and fully charged in the terminus.
Capabus:
It is a new form of electric bus powered via energy stored in large on 
board super capacitors. A connector in the root connects to the 
stationary electrical installation when the bus stops at the bus
stop for receiving passengers.
Use of super capacitors:
Super capacitors are also called ultracapacitors and double layer 
capacitor.
Super capacitors are based on carbon nano tube technology.
The most important advantages of super capacitor over the batteries 
is ability to charge and discharge continuously without degrading



WORKING:
The charging of electrical vehicle is done using the method of 
“contact-less charging” or “inductive
charging” in which the super capacitors in electrical vehicle 
should be charged by the Vanadium redox
batteries using this  technique. The energy here will be 
transferred through inductive coupling from VRBs
at charging station to super capacitor inside EVs
ADVANTAGES:
 Can change and accumulate energy quickly.
Can deliver the stored energy quickly.
Losses are small compared to other storage medium.
Long service life and low or no maintenance.
Challenge:
The movement of the bus between two stops will depend on the 
traffic condition of the city . if the traffic
is high then rapid acceleration and breaking is  necessary. The 
supercapacitor works best when below 40
degree celsius when they reach 50 degree  celsius overheating of 
supercapacitor causing breakdown of
buses, to avoid this automatic safety lock is applied to the bus



DISADVANTAGE:
Low energy capacity compared to batteries.
Limited energy storage per dollar cost.
Stored energy will eventually deleted due to internal 
losses.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
Current vehicle uses fuels like petrol, diesel, CNG etc.  
Natural resources are depleting day by day and there is 
immediate need to fid alternative solutions. For powering 
of the vehicles which are eco-friendly in nature. Hybrid 
vehicles are examples of solution ,but a totally 
independent solutions are electric vehicle .  The intension 
of using VRBs and supercapacitors in this work that both 
are energy efficient, has high charge transfer rate and are 
economically viable and environmentally safe.
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The world is a living witness of the beginning and the development of
wireless technology. From communication to networking , wireless
technology has been a part of the professional and the personal lives of
people. Today world is obviously ruled by gadgets of varying sizes .
The problems arise from the increasing demands regarding the 
services concerning networking. The limitations of the current data 
network include the limitations in response , state and scope 
mechanism. With this, the concept of cognitive networks is to be 
brought inside.
A cognitive network is a network consisting of elements that have the 
ability to reason and learn. They have the ability to & quot; adjust& 
quot; to various unpredictable network conditions in order for the 
proper optimization of the data transmission performance. To add, 
cognitive networks are unique because of its capabilities such as self 
optimization, self monitoring, self repair, self protection, self 
adaptation and self healing. The main moto of the cognitive network is 
to built an intelligent Self adjustable network and at the same time 
improved performance. It is possible to use intelligence to determine 
the ideal networking state for many tunable parameters.



In a cognitive network , autonomous and adaptive radios
select their operating parameters to achieve individual and network -
wide goals. They can dynamically adapt their operational parameters in
response to the user needs or changing environmental conditions , or
The events based on questioning and the prior knowledge it has
acquired. They can exploit knowledge to make future decisions.
Cognitive networks are the future , and they are needed simply
because they enable users to focus on other things rather than
configuring and managing networks. But to look on the other side the self 
managing ideology has its own difficulties. The self management vision cited , 
a term defined as a distributed system where a set of software/network 
components can regulate and manage themselves in areas of configuration, 
fault , performance and security in order to achieve some common user-
defined objectives. According to the self management vision, the four self 
properties of autonomic computing are: self configuration which enables the 
entities to automate system configuration following high  level specifications 
while self organizing desirable structures and/or
patterns; self optimization allows entities to constantly look for improvement 
on their performance and efficiency while adapting to environmental changes 
without inputs from humans; self healing enables automatic detection, 
diagnosis and recovery from faults resulting from internal errors or external 
inconsistencies; lastly is the self protection capability which allows the entities 
to have automatic
defence against malicious attacks while isolating attacks for the
prevention of system-wide failures.



Self managing networks face challenges. These networks
must undergo laborious and careful engineering to assure the system’s
validity, consistency and correctness from the time of its development
until operation and removal. Monitoring should also be performed as it
has a supreme importance in self managing networks. This may answer
questions like when and where to monitor. Since cognitive networks
are known for learning and reasoning, knowledge is considered to be
critical to autonomic reasoning, analysis and decision making.
However , since nothing is impossible in this fast developing world the
cognitive networks can be expected a lot sooner than any other
network. Without cognitive networks the pervasive computing vision
calls for every consumer to be a network technician.

The cognitive networking will make our network go faster
and be smarter.

WE DO NETWORKING!
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Vanadium dioxide&#39;s unique properties make it perfect for outperforming silicon
and giving rise to a new generation of low-power electronic devices. Engineers
have shown how this compound can be used to create programmable
radiofrequency electronic functions for aerospace communication systems.
Other applications -- such as in neuromorphic computing and artificial
intelligence -- are also on the cards.
A key characteristic of this compound is that it behaves as an insulator at room
temperature but as a conductor at temperatures above 68°C. This behaviour --
also known as metal-insulator transition -- is being studied in an ambitious EU
Horizon 2020 project called Phase-Change Switch. EPFL was chosen to
coordinate the project following a challenging selection process.
Scientists have long known about the electronic properties of VO2 but haven
been able to explain them until know. It turns out that its atomic structure
changes as the temperature rises, transitioning from a crystalline structure at
room temperature to a metallic one at temperatures above 68°C. And this
transition happens in less than a nanosecond -- a real advantage for electronics
applications. & quot; VO2 is also sensitive to other factors that could cause it to change
phases, such as by injecting electrical power, optically, or by applying a THz
radiation pulse , & quot; says Adrian Ionescu, the EPFL professor who heads the
School’s Nano-electronic Devices Laboratory (Nano lab) and also serves as the
Phase-Change Switch project coordinator.



The challenge: reaching higher temperatures
However, unlocking the full potential of VO 2 has always been tricky because its
transition temperature of 68°C is too low for modern electronic devices, where
circuits must be able to run flawlessly at 100°C. But two EPFL researchers --
Ionescu from the School of Engineering (STI) and Andreas Schüler from the
School of Architecture, Civil and Environmental Engineering (ENAC) -- may
have found a solution to this problem, according to their joint research
published in Applied Physics Letters in July 2017. They found that adding
germanium to VO 2 film can lift the material&#39;s phase change temperature to over
100°C.

Even more interesting findings from the Nanolab -- especially for
radiofrequency applications -- were published in IEEE Access on 2 February
2018. For the first time ever, scientists were able to make ultra-compact,
modulable frequency filters. Their technology also uses VO 2 and phase-change
switches, and is particularly effective in the frequency range crucial for space
communication systems (the Ka band, with programmable frequency
modulation between 28.2 and 35 GHz).
Neuromorphic processors and autonomous vehicles
These promising discoveries are likely to spur further research into applications
for VO 2 in ultra-low- power electronic devices. In addition to space
communications, other fields could include neuromorphic computing and high-
frequency radars for self-driving cars.
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Memtransistor



Combined memristor and transistor operates like a 
neuron by performing both information processing and 
memory storage functions.
Computer algorithms might be performing brain-like 
functions, such as facial recognition and language 
translation, but the computers themselves have yet to 
operate like brains. Computers have separate 
processing and memory storage units, whereas the 
brain uses neurons to perform both functions. "Neural 
networks can achieve complicated computation with 
significantly lower energy consumption compared to a 
digital computer." In recent years, researchers have 
searched for ways to make computers more 
neuromorphic, or brain-like, in order to perform 
increasingly complicated tasks with high efficiency. 
Now Hersam, a Walter P. Murphy Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering in North western's 
McCormick School of Engineering, and his team are 
bringing the world closer to realizing this goal. 
"memtransistor," which operates much like a neuron by 
performing both memory and information processing. 
With combined characteristics of a memristor and 
transistor, the memtransistor also encompasses 
multiple terminals that operate more similarly to a 
neural network.



Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) to create a 
three-terminal, gate-tunable memristor for 
fast, reliable digital memory storage. 
Memristor, which is short for "memory 
resistors," are resistors in a current that 
"remember" the voltage previously applied to 
them. Typical memristors are two-terminal 
electronic devices, which can only control one 
voltage channel. By transforming it into a 
three-terminal device,  memristors to be used 
in more complex electronic circuits and 
systems, such as neuromorphic computing.
To develop the memtransistor,   atomically 
thin MoS2 with well-defined grain boundaries, 
which influence the flow of current. Similar to 
the way fibers are arranged in wood, atoms are 
arranged into ordered domains -- called 
"grains



But unlike his previous memristor, which used 
individual, small flakes of MoS2, Hersam's 
memtransistor makes use of a continuous film of 
polycrystalline MoS2 that comprises a large number of 
smaller flakes. This enabled the research team to scale 
up the device from one flake to many devices across an 
entire wafer.
"When length of the device is larger than the 
individual grain size, you are guaranteed to have grain 
boundaries in every device across the wafer," Hersam 
said. "Thus, we see reproducible, gate-tunable 
memristive responses across large arrays of devices."
After fabricating memtransistors uniformly across an 
entire wafer, Hersam's team added additional 
electrical contacts. Typical transistors and Hersam's 
previously developed memristor each have three 
terminals. In their new paper, however, the team 
realized a seven-terminal device, in which one 
terminal controls the current among the other six 
terminals.
"This is even more similar to neurons in the brain," 
Hersam said, "because in the brain, we don't usually 
have one neuron connected to only one other neuron. 
Instead, one neuron is connected to multiple other 
neurons to form a network. 



Our device structure allows multiple contacts, which 
is similar to the multiple synapses in neurons."
Next, Hersam and his team are working to make the 
memtransistor faster and smaller. Hersam also plans 
to continue scaling up the device for manufacturing 
purposes.

"We believe that the memtransistor can be a 
foundational circuit element for new forms of 
neuromorphic computing," he said. "However, 
making dozens of devices, as we have done in our 
paper, is different than making a billion, which is 
done with conventional transistor technology today. 
Thus far, we do not see any fundamental barriers that 
will prevent further scale up of our approach."
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ORGANIC LIGHT EMITTING 
DIODES



Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) are electronic devices 
made by placing a thin film of an electroluminescent organic 
material between two conductors of different work functions. 
When an electrical voltage is applied, electrons and holes are 
injected into the electroluminescent material. When these 
recombine, light is emitted. Additional thin films layers are 
usually added for different purposes such as electron and hole 
transport. OLEDs can be used for large and small area flat 
panel flexible self-luminous displays in many consumer 
products. Some of the advantages of OLED technology rely on 
the easiness of chemically modifying the materials, either to 
tune the colors or to make them processable, through the 
control of solubility. We have been involved in this research 
area for several years, either designing and synthesising new 
materials, or engineering the electrode-polymer interfaces, by 
inserting appropriate monomolecular layers, in order to 
improve the luminescence efficiency. New materials have been 
developed with controlled emission color (for multicolor 
displays), controlled charge injection, controlled solubility, 
and controlled interchain interactions for optimization 
luminescence efficiency.



MATERIALS:
LEDs based on both low molecular, sublimed materials and on solution 
processable electroluminescent
polymers have been studied.
SELF –ASEMBLEDDIPOLAR MONOLAYERS (SAMs) TO IMPROVE 
HOLE INJECTION FROM ITO SAMs formed with molecules with 
different dipole moments, which induce shifts on the ITO workfunction, 
affect significantly device properties.
We observed that an adequate choice of the molecules forming the SAM 
can definitely improve the performance based on various 
electroluminescent polymers.
CROSSLINKABLE POLYMERS FOR MULTILAYER LEDs
A series of photocrosslinkable polymers have been prepared. This allows 
the preparation of patterns at dimensions down to micro- or even 
submicrometer dimensions. As they become insoluable5 upon exposure to 
UV light, this allows, for instance, the fabrication of multilayer devices 
Prepared by polymer
deposition from solution without destroying the underlying layer. In fact, 
we demonstrated the fabrication of multilayer LEDs, with improved 
efficiency, using these materials.
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TACHYON - A PARTICLE 
DISPROVING EINSTEIN’S THEORY 
OF RELATIVITY



Ever since Einstein unveiled his theory of relativity, the speed of 
light has been considered to be the physical constant of the 
universe, interrelating space and time. In short, it was the speed 
at which light and all other forms of electromagnetic radiation 
were believed to travel at all times in empty space, regardless of 
the motion of the source or the inertial frame of reference of the 
observer. But suppose for a second that there was a particle that 
defied this law, that could exist within the framework of a 
relativistic universe, but at the same time defy the foundations on 
which its built? Sounds impossible, but the existence of such a 
particle may very well be necessary from a quantum standpoint, 
resolving key issues that arise in that chaotic theory. It is known 
as the Tachyon Particle, a hypothetical subatomic particle that 
can move faster than light and poses a number intriguing 
problems and possibilities to the field of physics.
In the language of special relativity, a tachyon would be a particle 
with space-like four-momentum and imaginary proper time. 
Their existence was first attributed to German physicist Arnold



even though it was Gerald Feinberg who first coined the term in the 
1960s, and several other scientists helped to advance the theoretical 
framework within which tachyons were believed to exist. They were 
originally proposed within the framework of quantum field theory as 
a way of explaining the instability of the system, but have 
nevertheless posed problems for the theory of special relativity.

For example, if tachyons were conventional, localizable particles that 
could be used to send signals  faster than light, this would lead to 
violations of causality in special relativity. But in the framework of
quantum field theory, tachyons are understood as signifying an 
instability of the system and treated using a theory known as tachyon 
condensation, a process that attempts to resolve their existence by
explaining them in terms of better understood phenomena, rather 
than as real faster-than- light particles. 



Tachyonic fields have appeared theoretically in a variety of 
contexts, such as the bosonic string
theory. In general, string theory states that what we see as 
“particles” —electrons, photons, gravitons
and so forth—are actually different vibrational states of the 
same underlying string. In this framework, a
tachyon would appear as either indication of instability in 
the D-brane system or within space time itself.

Despite the theoretical arguments against the existence of 
tachyon particles, experimental searches
have been conducted to test the assumption against their 
existence; however, no experimental
evidence for the existence of tachyon particles has been 
found.
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Human Body 
- Gadget's next power supply.



Gold tab attached to skin converts mechanical energy 
into juice for wearables, self-powered electronics

Searching for a power outlet may soon  become a thing of 
the past. Instead, devices will receive electricity from a 
small metallic tab that, when attached to the body, is 
capable of generating electricity from bending a finger and 
other simple movements. That's the idea behind a 
collaborative research project led by University at Buffalo 
and Institute of Semiconductors (IoP) at Chinese Academy 
of Science (CAS). 
"No one likes being tethered to a power outlet or lugging 
around a portable charger. The human body is an abundant 
source of energy. We thought: 'Why not harness it to 
produce our own power?'" says lead author Qiaoqiang Gan, 
PhD, associate professor of electrical engineering in UB's 
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences.
Triboelectric charging occurs when certain materials 
become electrically charged after coming into contact with 
a different material. Most everyday static electricity is 
triboelectric. Researchers have proposed numerous nano
generators that utilize the triboelectric effect; however, 
most are difficult to manufacture (requiring complex 
lithography) or are not cost effective. 



The tab that the UB and CAS team are developing 
addresses both of those concerns. It consists of two thin 
layers of gold, with polydimethylsiloxane (also called 
PDMS, a silicon-based polymer used in contact lenses, Silly 
Putty and other products) sandwiched in between.
Key to the device is that one layer of gold is stretched, 
causing it to crumple upon release and create what looks 
like a miniature mountain range. When that force is 
reapplied, for example from a finger bending, the motion 
leads to friction between the gold layers and PDMS.
"This causes electrons to flow back and forth between the 
gold layers. The more friction, the greater the amount of 
power is produced," says another lead author, Yun Xu, PhD, 
professor of IoP at CAS. The study describes a small tab (1.5 
centimeters long, by 1 centimeter wide). It delivered a 
maximum voltage of 124 volts, a maximum current of 10 
microamps and a maximum power density of 0.22 
millwatts per square centimeter. That's not enough to 
quickly charge a smart phone; however it lit 48 red LED 
lights simultaneously. Because the tab is easily fabricated, 
Zhang is leading a team of UB undergraduates which is 
tasked with improving the tab's performance. 



The team plans to use larger pieces of gold, which 
when stretched and folded together are expected to 
deliver even more electricity. Researchers are also 
working on developing a portable battery to store 
energy produced by the tab. They envision the system 
serving as a power source for various wearable and self-
powered electronic devices.
Journal Reference:

Huamin Chen, Lin Bai, Tong Li, Chen Zhao, Jiushuang 
Zhang, Nan Zhang, Guofeng Song, Qiaoqiang Gan, 
Yun Xu. Wearable and robust triboelectric 
nanogenerator based on crumpled gold films. 
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Drones  Learn to Navigate 
Autonomously
by Imitating Cars and Bicycles



A new algorithm allows drones to fly completely by 
themselves through the streets of a city and in indoor 
environments. The algorithm had to learn traffic rules 
and adapt training examples from cyclists and car 
drivers.All today's commercial drones use GPS, which 
works fine above building roofs and in high altitudes. 
But what, when the drones have to navigate 
autonomously at low altitude among tall buildings or 
in the dense, unstructured city streets with cars, 
cyclists or pedestrians suddenly crossing their way? 
Until now, commercial drones are not able to quickly 
react to such unforeseen events.
Integrate autonomously navigating drones
Researchers of the University of Zurich and the National 
Centre of Competence in Research NCCR Robotics developed 
DroNet, an algorithm that can safely drive a drone through 
the streets of a city. Designed as a fast 8-layers residual 
network, it produces two outputs for each single input 
image: a steering angle to keep the drone navigating while 
avoiding obstacles, and a collision probability to let the 
drone recognize dangerous situations and promptly react to 
them. Instead of relying on sophisticated sensors, the drone 
developed by Swiss researchers uses a normal camera like 
that of every smart phone, and a very powerful artificial 
intelligence algorithm to interpret the scene it observes and 
react accordingly. 



The algorithm consists of a so-called Deep Neural 
Network.
One of the most difficult challenges in Deep Learning is 
to collect several thousand 'training examples'. By 
imitating them, the drone automatically learned to 
respect the safety rules, such as "How follow the street 
without crossing into the oncoming lane," and "How to 
stop when obstacles like pedestrians, construction 
works, or other vehicles, block their ways." Even more 
interestingly, the researchers showed that their drones 
learned to not only navigate through city streets, but 
also in completely different environments, where they 
were never taught to do so. Indeed, th e drones learned 
to fly autonomously in indoor environments, such as 
parking lots and office's corridors.
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Botnets of Things (BoT)



The relentless push to add connectivity to 
home gadgets is creating dangerous side effects 
that figure to get even worse. Botnets have 
existed for at least a decade. As early as 2000, 
hackers were breaking into computers over the 
Internet and controlling them from centralized 
systems. Among other things, the hackers used 
the combined computing power of these 
botnets to launch distributed denial-of- service 
attacks, which flood websites with traffic to 
take them down.
Botnet is a collection of internet-connected 
devices, which may include PCs, servers,
mobile devices and internet of things devices 
that are infected and controlled by a common 
type of malware. Users are often unaware of a 
botnet infecting their system. But now the 
problem is getting worse, thanks to a flood of 
cheap webcams, digital video recorders, and 
other gadgets in the “Internet of things.” 
Because these devices typically have little or no 
security, hackers can take them over with little 
effort. And that makes it easier than ever to 
build huge botnets that take down much more 
than one site at a time.



In October, a botnet made up of 100,000 compromised 
gadgets knocked an Internet infrastructure provider 
partially offline. Taking down that provider, Dyn,
resulted in a cascade of effects that ultimately caused a 
long list of high-profile websites, including Twitter and 
Netflix, to temporarily disappear from the Internet.
More attacks are sure to follow: the botnet that 
attacked Dyn was created with publicly available 
malware called Mirai that largely automates the process 
of coopting computers.  The best defense would be for 
everything online to run only secure software, so
botnets couldn’t be created in the first place. This isn’t 
going to happen anytime soon. Internet of things 
devices are not designed with security in mind and 
often have no way of being patched. The things that 
have become part of Mirai botnets, for example, will be 
vulnerable until their owners throw them away.



Botnets will get larger and more powerful simply 
because the number of vulnerable devices will go up by 
orders of magnitude over the next few years. What do 
hackers do with them? Many things Botnets are used to 
commit click fraud. Click fraud is a scheme to fool 
advertiser into thinking that people are clicking on, or 
viewing, their ads. There are lots of ways to commit click 
fraud, but the easiest is probably for the attacker to 
embed a Google ad in a Web page he owns. Google ads 
pay a site owner according to the number of people who 
click on them. The attacker instructs all the computers 
on his botnet to repeatedly visit the Web page and click 
on the ad. Dot, dot, dot, PROFIT! If the botnet makers 
figure out more effective ways to siphon revenue from 
big companies online, we could see the whole 
advertising model of the Internet crumble. Similarly, 
botnets can be used to evade spam filters, which work 
partly by knowing  which computers are sending 
millions of e-mails. They can speed up password 
guessing to break into online accounts, mine bitcoins, 
and do anything else that requires a large network of 
computers. This is why botnets are big businesses. 
Criminal organizations rent time on them.



But the botnet activities that most often make headlines 
are denial-of- service attacks. Dyne seems to have been 
the victim of some angry hackers, but more financially 
motivated groups use these attacks as a form of 
extortion. Political groups use them to silence websites 
they don’t like. Such attacks will certainly be a tactic in 
any future cyberwar.

Once you know a botnet exists, you can attack its 
command-and- control system. When botnets were rare, 
this tactic was effective. As they get more common, this 
piecemeal defense will become less so. You can also 
secure yourself against the effects of botnets. For 
example, several companies sell defenses against denial-
of- service attacks. Their effectiveness varies, depending 
on the severity of the attack and the type of service. But 
overall, the trends favor the attacker. Expect more attacks 
like the one against in the coming year
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launches 
‘#SecurityCheckKiya’ 
campaign



Google launches ‘#SecurityCheckKiya’ campaign
Search engine. Giant Google has launched 
‘#SecurityCheckKiya’ campaign in India to create 
awareness around Internet safety. It was launched on the 
occassion of Safer Internet Day  (6 February). The 
campaign aims to protect first-time web users from 
account hijacking, safeguard Android devices from 
malicious apps and secure all their personal data if they 
lose their device.

Under campaign, Google has recommended three simple 
steps for Internet safety. It includes reviewing security 
settings and Google account activity with one click for all 
Android devices and Gmail users. The campaign is 
targeted at young and first-time users to protect 
themselves from account hijacking. It is also aimed at 
shielding Android mobile devices from malicious apps. 
Google Security check helps users to automatically scan 
for any vulnerability and guides them to keep their 
account safe in a few minutes.



Moreover ‘Google Play Protect’ service scans and checks 
Android devices for any harmful apps. Find My Device 
app from Google helps a user to easily locate a lost 
Android device and keeps the device and information 
secure, according the firm.
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7 
TRAITS OF 

THE MOST
RESILIENT
PEOPLE       



7 Traits of the Most Resilient People

Resilience is the ability to return to the original form after being bent, stretched 
or compressed. It’s the ability to readily recover from illness, depression or 
adversity. How would you ever handle it if you lost everything you had today? 
What would your next step be? How long would you be depressed and upset 
and angry? What would it take for you to pull yourself up and start all over 
again? How resilient are you? Could you handle it? Could you learn from all of 
your disappointments and start all over again? What would it take?

First, it would take a lot of self-discipline.
It would take a lot of positive self-talk to
muster up  the energy to begin again.
It would take a lot of concentration to 

block out the noise and the clutter of all
the negative voices trying to get through,
as well as the negative voices of others
around you. It would take
a lot of discipline to balance the
fear and anxiety with the
knowing that, if you did it once,
you can do it all over again.



Whether your losses had anything to do with you or not, your future success 
has everything to do with you. It would take a lot of self-reliance to avoid 
blame.
What's happened has happened. You would need to geton with your life and 
begin again. 

If you lost everything tomorrow and were gathering the courage
to try again, it would take a lot of self-appreciation. You need to know in your 
heart and mind that you have the skills, the talent and the strength to
do it one more time. 
Cultivating a resilient character turns
failure into success. 

A resilient person won't give up. 

A resilient person will,
in spite of all obstacles and 

setbacks, keep doing it until.



seven key characteristics that compose resilience:

1. Resilience requires insight.
You need to develop the ability to ask yourself tough questions and answer 
honestly. 
If you had something to do with your loss, be honest and responsible for it.

2. Resilience is independent.
As a resilient person, you can count on yourself to
bounce back into life.

3. Although resilience is independent,
it's also tied to others.

The more people you are responsible for,
the greater your motivation to
begin again—the stronger the reason,
the stronger the action.



4. Resilience calls for initiative. 
You need to develop the ability to take charge of the situation, to take charge of 
the problem. You need to stand up and do whatever is necessary to get back on 
course.

5.  Resilience has an element of creativity. 
With resilience, you are able to look at a situation and creatively determine the 
best way out. You are enterprising in your approach toward starting over.

6.  A resilient person has humor. 
You may cry until you start laughing,
but a sense of humor is so important
when turning your life around.
You've got to take your goals seriously,
and you've got to take yourself seriously.
But at times, you've also got to be
able to laugh at yourself and
your situation.



7.  A resilient person has a strong sense of morality. 
Whatever you do to get back on your feet, make sure it's moral. Make 
sure that your upcoming success is at the service, and not at the expense 
of, others. Success, if it is yours to keep, must be at the service of others.

The more obstacles you face and overcome, the more times you get back 
on track, the more difficulties you struggle with and conquer,
the more resiliency you will naturally develop.
If you are resilient, there is nothing that
can hold you back.

By
M.Dhanvarshini
II YEAR ‘A’



CHANAKYA’s QUOTES FOR LIFE

1.A Person should not be too honest. Straight trees 

are cut first and honest people are screwed first.

2.Education is the best friend. An educated person is 

respected everywhere. Education beats the beauty 

and the young.

3. As soon as the fear approaches near, attack and 

destroy  it.

4.The one excellent thing that can be learned from

a lion is that whatever a man intends doing

should be done by him with a whole-hearted 

and strenuous effort.



5.Books are as useful to a stupid person as a mirror is 

useful to a blind person.

6.The world’s biggest power is the youth and beauty 

of a woman.

7.Even if a snake is not  poisonous, it should pretend 

to be venomous.

8.The fragrance of flowers spreads only in the 

direction of the wind. But the goodness of a person 

spreads in all direction.

BY
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